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USDINR: A flat open, is what expected from this pair, around 71.40 levels, after some late Friday flurry out of its
week long range of 71.10 and 71.30 on spot. Two key data will be released this week, CPI for the month of
January and IIP for the month of December. Consensus is for CPI to rise towards 7.40% from 7.35% in December
and IIP to improve from 1.9% from 1.8% in November. The CPI data is going to impact Indian bond prices than
Rupee and hence more relevant for the IRF traders. IIP on the other hand can impact Rupee more, if the final print
is far away from expectation. Technically, USDINR is now a play between 71.28 and 71.50 on spot. Above 71.50,
it will re-test a pair of resistance levels around 71.60 and 71.68 on spot, which if conquered, can pave the way for
72.11, January high.

EURINR: Economic data continues to be poor from Eurozone. German industrial sector remains in recession and
this week the German GDP for Q4 2019, may slip into contraction. Chinese economy has slowdown dramatically
due to ongoing spread of Coronavirus, where death toll is nearing 1000, well above the number of people died
during SaaRs outbreak in 2002-03. Eurozone has a bigger direct trade exposure to China than US and this can
weigh on EURUSD and pull the EuroINR lower. Technically, EuroINR is critically poised around 78.50 levels. The
longer it sustains below 78.50, it risks a break down and decline towards 77.30/50 zone on Feb futures.

GBPINR: All eyes will on the Q4 GDP data from UK, which is expected to slip into contraction. Soft data has
improved post-election but hard data is yet to show the optimism. BoE is not expected to cut rates anytime soon
but a big negative on GDP can bring back those odds. Technically, GBPINR has a strong support between 91.90/
92.10 zone on Feb futures. Buyers need to maintain stop below 91.90. Nevertheless, if the pair slips below 91.90
and then sustain, I expect a breakdown in the price structure, paving the way for 90.00. Above 91.90, this pair is
play between 91.90 and 93.00 and then 94.10/30 region on Feb futures.

JPYINR: A risk-on mood across global markets continues to drive JPYINR lower. On Friday, a robust employment
report from US kept JPY under pressure, inspite of the adverse newsflow from China on Coronavirus. US economy
in January, not only added 225,000 new jobs but the wage growth also improved from 3.0% to 3.1%. US economy
is humming along and that is a positive for US yields and negative for JPY. However, the JPY is going to draw
support from the negative sentiments surrounding the Chinese currency due to the economic disruption from the
virus.  JPYINR pair can test support around 64.88 levels on Feb futures, which if broken, can expose 64.45/50
levels. Resistance is around 65.40/50 and 65.85/66.00 zone on futures.

Two major events are out of the way, Union Budget and the RBI monetary policy. The takeaway is both the fiscal
policy as well as the monetary policy remains firmly primed to support growth. January PMIs have shot up to
eight year high signalling that soft data has turned the corner. Hard data may follow soon. Low base of 2019
offers a statistical relief. Inflation has jumped but that too shall pass in the coming quarters. If the Coronavirus'
adverse impact can contained soon, the global fall out would not be that much on Indian economy. US economy
is humming along well and post the virus impact, the economic stimulus in China can be significant, which can
give a big lift to global growth in the months ahead. All in all, a happy picture is emerging for Indian economy,
both its domestic levers are coming back to life, consumption and investments and global lever, net exports are
painting a positive outlook.
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